Vietnam Stock market Technical Analysis
Week: April 22th – 26th
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VN-Index might created long-term bottom around 900 points and return to middle and longterm recovering trend since it stayed above week MA13 and 26. At the same time, MACD
stayed above Signal line, maintaining buying signs.
However, other indicators showed weakening recovering motivation, as RSI dropped to 51
and the volume dropped to below 10 and 20 week average, showing cautious cash flow.
Therefore, the index might see short-term correction to support the main long-term trend.
Therefore, we think that VN-Index has formed long-term bottom and is returning to middle
and long-term recovering trend. So investors might consider using short-term corrections to
restructure long-term positions on good fundmental codes with positive 2019 business
prospect.

Báo cáo này chỉ mang tính tham khảo và nhà đầu tư tự chịu trách nhiệm về quyết định đầu tư của mình.9
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VN-Index is on short-term correcting trend since it stayed below MA20 and MA5 tended to
cut down to MA50, confirming current trend.
Not just that, other technical indicators are showing negative signs, as MACD was still
below Signal line, maintaining selling sign and RSI dropped to 41, showing stronger
correcting pressure, so the index might see pressure to drop to 949-952 points (MA100
and MA200).
In general, VN-Index is seeing correcting pressure in short-term. Therefore, investors
should keep low surfing positions and observe the market closely.
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HNX-Index might form long-term bottom around 100 points and showed recovering signs
again, since the index stayed above week MA26 and MA13 cut up to MA28, showing positive
signs.
However, with closer look, other technical indicators showed weakening recovering
motivation, as RSI dropped to 46 and the volume dropped to below 10 and 20 week average,
showing cautious cash flow. Therefore, the index might need a short-term correction to
support the long-term bottom.
In general, the index might show recovering signs from long-term bottom level. Therefore,
investors might consider buying long-term positions during short-term corrections.

Báo cáo này chỉ mang tính tham khảo và nhà đầu tư tự chịu trách nhiệm về quyết định đầu tư của mình.9
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HNX-Index is also on short-term correcting trend, since it stayed below MA20 and MA5, 20,
and 50 are showing negative differentiating signs, confirming current short-term correcting
trend.
Moreover, other technical indicators are showing negative signs, as +DI was below –DI,
showing correcting signs, and RSI dropped to 38, showing weaker recovering motivation,
so the index might see pressure to drop to 104.8 points (Fib 23.6).
In general, HNX-Index might be on short-term correcting trend. Therefore, investors should
keep a low weight and observe cautiously.

Báo cáo này chỉ mang tính tham khảo và nhà đầu tư tự chịu trách nhiệm về quyết định đầu tư của mình.9
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